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1.0 Introduction
Spack is a multi-platform package manager that builds and installs multiple versions and configurations of software. It
works on Linux, macOS, and many supercomputers. Spack is non-destructive: installing a new version of a package does
not break existing installations, so many configurations of the same package can coexist. Most importantly, Spack is simple.
It offers a simple spec syntax so that users can specify versions and configuration options concisely. Spack is also simple for
package authors: package files are written in pure Python, and specs allow package authors to maintain a single file for
many different builds of the same package. If you’re new to spack and want to start using it, see Getting Started, or refer to
the full manual below.
Open|SpeedShop (O|SS) is an open source multi-platform performance tool enabling performance analysis of HPC
applications running on both single node and large scale Intel, AMD, ARM, Intel Phi, Power PC, Power 8, GPU processor
based systems, including Cray and IBM Blue Gene platforms.
O|SS can be built with spack by downloading the spack package source, as described below. It is possible to build O|SS
with one spack install command. Spack will download, on the fly from the package websites, all the dependent packages
that O|SS needs, build and install them. After the dependent packages are built, spack will download, build, and install
O|SS. Spack creates module file for all the packages that it builds. The instructions below identify where to find the
module file and how to load it.
Spack allows for enabling and disabling O|SS optional build arguments/parameters via a spack feature named variants. For
O|SS, the main variants are MPI implementation identifiers which are used to build the MPI collectors for those MPI
implementations. The spack build command:
spack install openspeedshop +openmpi +mvapich2
will build O|SS with all the collectors, including MPI collectors that will work on OpenMPI and Mvapich2 based
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applications. Without those variants, all the non-mpi specific experiments will be built, but not the MPI collectors (no
ossmpi, ossmpip, and ossmpit support).
As an optimization to reduce the number of packages that need to be built by the spack install command, spack has a
mechanism to specify package installation locations for packages already built and installed on the system. Telling spack
where to find these already installed packages, like Qt and/or MPI installations, can save a lot of build time and also allow
usage of standard package installation that non-spack built executables and tools are using. The spack mechanism for this
feature is the packages.yaml file that you create in your $HOME/.spack/linux directory. This file contains a list of packages
that you don't want spack to build. The packages.yaml file is a list of package names and the directories where the package
is already installed. See the example in the quick start guide section. This can save a lot of build time for packages like Qt,
boost, python, mpi, etc...
Support for building O|SS on heterogeneous platforms is now supported as of February 2018 in the development branch of
spack. Support for building on laptops, desktops, and homogeneous clusters (including Cray platforms) is working and
available through the default and development version of spack.
There is now a way to have access to the latest development version of O|SS via the develop version specification when
building O|SS with spack. To access the development version (master git tree), use:
spack install openspeedshop@develop [variants]
Using the @develop clause on the openspeedshop package build will also build newer versions of all the components that
O|SS uses. Especially important are the cbtf packages, as they are now the core of performance data collection in O|SS.
Without the “@develop” on the openspeedshop By default, spack installs the newest/latest numbered version of a package.
O|SS currently has numbered versions: 2.3.1.3, 2.3.1.4, and 2.3.1.5. By default, the 2.3.1.5 version will be built when this
command is used:
spack install openspeedshop [variants]
To build another, specific version, use the version number:
spack install openspeedshop@2.3.1.4 [variants]

2.0 Quick start guides to get started building O|SS with Spack
The following is quick start guide for getting started on building O|SS with spack showing a list for commands outlining
how to download spack and create an example build of O|SS.
$ mkdir openss_spack
$ cd openss_spack/
# Download the source from the Spack repository
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack.git
# Change directories into the spack repository top-level directory
$ cd spack
# Setup the spack root and path to the spack executable
$ export SPACK_ROOT=$HOME/openss_spack/spack
$ export PATH=$SPACK_ROOT/bin:$PATH

# optional aliases
# This is an alias for getting to the package file directories
$ alias cdpack="cd $SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages"
# This is an alias to get back to the top-level directory
$ alias cdspack="cd $SPACK_ROOT"
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# Optionally, this is where the module files will be.
# Note linux-fedora26-x86_64 was the name used on this particular platform.
# The name will be different for other platforms
$ alias cdmod="cd $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/linux-fedora26-x86_64 "
# Check for non-spack installation specifications in the packages.yaml file
# spack won't build packages that you specify in the packages.yaml file. spack
# will use the installation path for that package based on what path you point spack to.
$ cat ~/.spack/packages.yaml
# Locate compiler versions if you haven't already done that. You may need to load or
# unload module files so that spack can find the compilers you want to use, if they are not
# in default install locations.
$ spack compiler find
# This file is created by the “spack compiler find” command and
# will contain the list of available compilers
$ cat $HOME/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml

2.0.1 Building cbtf, cbtf-krell, and openspeedshop using spack
# The + phrases are variants in spack. The +openmpi and +mvapich2
# below tell spack to build the openspeedshop mpi collectors for openmpi and mvapich2
# There are +mpt +mpich +mvapich variants as well.
$ spack install openspeedshop +openmpi +mvapich2
# If you want a specific compiler version use the %gcc@ syntax or %intel@, etc
$ spack install openspeedshop%gcc@4.8.3 +openmpi +mvapich2
# To build a version of openspeedshop that supports the cuda experiment, use +cuda
$ spack install openspeedshop +openmpi +mvapich2 +cuda

2.0.2 Building the cbtf-argonavis-gui (new Qt4/Qt5 GUI) using spack
To build the new O|SS Qt4/Qt5 based graphical user interface use the spack install command:
$ spack install cbtf-argonavis-gui

3.0 Example usage following quick start guide commands
The following section contains the output of the quick start spack command execution with outputs showing the outputs of
the example build of O|SS with spack.
$ cd
$ mkdir openss_spack
$ cd openss_spack /
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack.git
Cloning into 'spack'...
remote: Counting objects: 74393, done.
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (90/90), done.
remote: Total 74393 (delta 43), reused 46 (delta 9), pack-reused 74282
Receiving objects: 100% (74393/74393), 26.35 MiB | 4.67 MiB/s, done.
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Resolving deltas: 100% (35388/35388), done.
$ ls -lastr
total 48
40 drwxrwxrwx. 455 <username> <username> 36864 Jul 27 16:45 ..
4 drwxrwxr-x. 3 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 .
4 drwxrwxr-x. 8 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 spack
$ cd spack
$ ls -lastr
total 104
4 drwxrwxr-x. 3 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 ..
4 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 500 Jul 27 16:45 .codecov.yml
4 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 3695 Jul 27 16:45 .travis.yml
4 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 1592 Jul 27 16:45 NOTICE
8 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 5896 Jul 27 16:45 .mailmap
28 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 26426 Jul 27 16:45 LICENSE
4 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 294 Jul 27 16:45 .gitignore
4 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 827 Jul 27 16:45 .flake8
4 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 746 Jul 27 16:45 .coveragerc
8 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 4512 Jul 27 16:45 README.md
4 drwxrwxr-x. 2 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 bin
4 drwxrwxr-x. 3 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 etc
4 drwxrwxr-x. 3 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 lib
4 drwxrwxr-x. 3 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 share
4 -rw-rw-r--. 1 <username> <username> 114 Jul 27 16:45 pytest.ini
4 drwxrwxr-x. 3 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 var
4 drwxrwxr-x. 8 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 .
4 drwxrwxr-x. 8 <username> <username> 4096 Jul 27 16:45 .git
$ pwd
/home/<username>/openss_spack/spack
# Set up the spack root and path that spack needs to execute
$ export SPACK_ROOT=/home/<username>/openss_spack/spack
$ export PATH=$SPACK_ROOT/bin:$PATH
# These are just convenience aliases that I use
$ alias cdpack="cd $SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages"
$ alias cdmod="cd $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/"
$ alias cdspack="cd $SPACK_ROOT"
$ cat ~/.spack/packages.yaml
packages:
mvapich2:
buildable: False
paths:
mvapich2@2.2%gcc@4.8.3 arch=linux-fedora26-x86_64: /opt/mvapich2-1.2p1
openmpi:
buildable: False
paths:
openmpi@1.8.2%gcc@4.8.3 arch=linux-fedora26-x86_64: /opt/openmpi-1.8.2
cuda:
buildable: False
paths:
cuda@6.0%gcc@4.8.3 arch=linux-fedora26-x86_64: /usr/local/cuda-6.0
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glib:
paths:
glib@1.2.10-39%gcc@4.8.3 arch=linux-fedora26-x86_64: /usr
qt: +krellpatch
paths:
qt@3.3.8b%gcc@4.8.3 arch=linux-fedora26-x86_64: /usr/lib64/qt-3.3
$ spack compiler find
==> Found no new compilers
==> Compilers are defined in the following files:
/home/<username>/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml
$ cat /home/<username>/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml
compilers:
- compiler:
environment: {}
extra_rpaths: []
flags: {}
modules: []
operating_system: fedora26
paths:
cc: /usr/bin/gcc
cxx: /usr/bin/g++
f77: /usr/bin/gfortran
fc: /usr/bin/gfortran
spec: gcc@4.8.3
target: x86_64
# You only need the %gcc@4.8.3 if you want to build with different compiler versions
# in the future and want to keep the builds separate.
$ spack install openspeedshop%gcc@4.8.3 +openmpi +mvapich2
==> Installing libsigsegv
==> Fetching https://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/libsigsegv/libsigsegv-2.11.tar.gz
######################################################################## 100.0%
==> Staging archive: /home/<username>/openss_spack/spack/var/spack/stage/libsigsegv-2.11zcczh3kvlgq6mhlb7oogx6yjoxlsiuow/libsigsegv-2.11.tar.gz
==> Created stage in /home/<username>/openss_spack/spack/var/spack/stage/libsigsegv-2.11zcczh3kvlgq6mhlb7oogx6yjoxlsiuow
==> Building libsigsegv [AutotoolsPackage]
==> Executing phase : 'autoreconf'
==> Executing phase : 'configure'
...
...
# Once the build is finished the module file will be located in this location:
# Note: linux-fedora26-x86_64 will be a different name in your builds == platform type dependent.
$ $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/linux-fedora26-x86_64
# To use O|SS and the underlying cbtf components
$ module use $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/linux-fedora26-x86_64
$ module load openspeedshop...(long list of characters)
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4.0 Getting the latest spack sources, i.e. the development branch and
updating to the latest source.
If there are fixes that have not made it into the master version and you need those fixes, this is a way to get the latest
sources.
# Download the source from the Spack repository
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack.git
# Change directories into the spack base directory
$ cd spack
# Change git to point to the development sources
$ git checkout -t origin/develop
# Add the repository as the remote upstream value
$ git remote add upstream https://github.com/spack/spack.git
# Fetch the latest sources from the repository
$ git pull upstream develop
# Now you have the latest sources to use for the build or development work
# Note: When you update there is a good possibility that the versions of many packages will change. If you are using a
spack mirror (source for packages on platforms with restricted internet access) you will need to update the spack mirror so
that you have the new source code corresponding to the new versions being used in spack due to the update.

5.0 Details about O|SS specific spack options
5.1 What components are supported
Builds for the spack packages listed below have been developed and are supported by the Krell Institute.
 openspeedshop
 cbtf
 cbtf-krell
 cbtf-argonavis
 cbtf-lanl
 cbtf-argonavis-gui
 qtgraph (support for the cbtf-argonavis-gui)

5.2 Component Variants Explained
Each of the Krell Institute supported packages allows a number of spack variants. A variant is a build option that the user
can specify to control build options for the component. For example, if the user wants cbtf-krell to build openmpi MPI data
collectors then they would specify the spack variant +openmpi on the spack install command line for building cbtf-krell,
like this: spack install cbtf-krell +openmpi
Internal to the cbtf-krell package file, this looks like this, where the variant is causing a cmake variable to be set:
if spec.satisfies('+openmpi'):
MPIOptions.append('-DOPENMPI_DIR=%s' % spec['openmpi'].prefix)
Without the openmpi variant, the spack build for cbtf-krell would not build MPI experiment collectors for the openmpi MPI
implementation.
The following tables list the component, variant name and explanation of the purpose for the variant. cbtf-argonavis-gui
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and qtgraph have no variants at this time.
Component
openspeedshop

Variant
cbtf
crayfe
cti
cuda
gui
runtime
offline
mpich
mpt
mvapich
mvapich2
openmpi

Explanation / Purpose
Build with cbtf instrumentor enabled
Build only the front-end tool using the runtime libraries from the compute node build.
Used for heterogeneous builds.
Build MRNet with the CTI startup option.
Build with cuda packages included.
Build or not build a GUI of choice, options: none, qt3, qt4
Build only the runtime libraries and collectors. Used for heterogeneous builds.
Not used – old offline build option
Build the mpich MPI implementation collectors, passed to cbtf-krell for actual build
Build the mpt MPI implementation collectors, passed to cbtf-krell for actual build
Build the mvapich MPI implementation collectors, passed to cbtf-krell for actual build
Build the mvapich2 MPI implementation collectors, passed to cbtf-krell for actual build
Build the openmpi MPI implementation collectors, passed to cbtf-krell for actual build

Component
cbtf

Variant
runtime

Explanation / Purpose
Build only the runtime libraries and collectors. Used for heterogeneous builds.

Component
cbtf-krell

Variant
crayfe

Explanation / Purpose
Build only the front-end tool using the runtime libraries from the compute node build.
Used for heterogeneous builds.
Build MRNet with the CTI startup option.
Build only the runtime libraries and collectors. Used for heterogeneous builds.
Build the mpich MPI implementation collectors
Build the mpt MPI implementation collectors
Build the mvapich MPI implementation collectors
Build the mvapich2 MPI implementation collectors
Build the openmpi MPI implementation collectors

cti
runtime
mpich
mpt
mvapich
mvapich2
openmpi
Component
cbtf-argonavis

Variant
runtime

Explanation / Purpose
Not implemented: Build only the runtime libraries and collectors. Used for
heterogeneous builds.

Component
cbtf-lanl

Variant
runtime

Explanation / Purpose
Not implemented: Build only the runtime libraries and collectors. Used for
heterogeneous builds.

5.3 Module file creation is automatic
Spack will create module files for each component, but they will be very basic, mainly setting the PATH variable to the
install bin directory for the package being built. However, spack allow the authors of packages to add to the module file by
supplying spack functions that will set environment variables and append to library paths or path variables. So far, only the
openspeedshop module file has been enhanced by the Krell Institute.
The module file directory can be found at this location: <spack directory>/share/spack/modules/<machine type>. All the
spack created modules will be located at this location. For O|SS, all one should have to do is load the openspeedshop<long name> module file in order to run experiments and view performance databases.
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6.0 Restricted network access solution
Spack has a feature to handle cases when your network prevents accessing source on the platform you are building on.
Many laboratory systems have security measures in place that prevent the default workflow of spack from working. Spack
is unable to download packages from across the web due to the security checks. For this situation, spack provides a mirror
capability, where a directory of the package source files can be created based on a spack mirror create command. For more
spack documentation see this url:http://spack.readthedocs.io/en/latest/mirrors.html?highlight=mirror
See below for an example of an O|SS mirror creation on a platform that allows downloading package sources and activation
on the platform that doesn’t.
Note that for the build on the restricted access platform can succeed, make sure that the restricted platform version of spack
matches with the spack being used to create the mirror. If not, some package source versions might not be available in the
mirror, causing the build to fail.
# Create mirror which contains all possible variants you might run
# Do this on a machine that has full access to the internet and the files needed
# Note: the gcc version information is an example only, your gcc version may be different or not required
$ spack mirror create -d /home/<username>/spack-mirror -D openspeedshop+openmpi+mvapich2+mpich%gcc@4.8
# Because the new O|SS gui is not built in the base openspeedshop package,
# a separate mirror command is necessary if building the Qt4/Qt5 GUI is desired
$ spack mirror create -d /home/<username>/spack-mirror –D cbtf-argonavis-gui
# Tar and gzip this directory for move to build platform
$ tar -cvf spack_mirror.tar /home/<username>/spack-mirror-2018-04-05
$ gzip spack_mirror-2018-04-05.tar
# Un-zip and tar on secure/build platform
$ tar -zxvf spack_mirror-2018-04-05.tar.gz
# Set up spack to use this mirror directory
# After executing this command, the spack build will read files from the mirror directory.
$ spack mirror add linux-spack-mirror /home/user/spack-mirror-2018-04-05
# Note: For heterogeneous builds the compute node build needs its own mirror and be sure to change the module file for the
compute node build and mirror. The linux front-end mirror is not visible when building for the compute node. This is a
spack-ism, not related to O|SS.
$ spack mirror add compute-spack-mirror /home/user/spack-mirror-2018-04-05
# To remove a spack mirror from being used to find the package file source use this command:
$ spack mirror remove linux-spack-mirror

7.0 Example Cray Spack Build: Homogeneous processor platform
Building O|SS on a homogeneous processor platform is very similar to building on a cluster with the exception of handling
the programming environment module files. Basically, one needs to unload whatever PrgEnv-{intel, gnu, cray, pgi}
environment module is loaded and then begin the spack build process. The example below will use a spack mirror in order
to show that aspect of the build process. This is an optional step and is not needed on systems with full access to the
internet for accessing source files needed in the build. This example will be a complete list of the steps required to build on
a homogenous Cray system.
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# Create a sub-directory to down load spack into
$ cd <mypath>
$ mkdir openss_spack
$ cd openss_spack /
# Download the source from the Spack repository
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack.git
# Change directories into the spack base directory
$ cd spack
# Change git to point to the development sources
$ git checkout -t origin/develop
# Add the repository as the remote upstream value
$ git remote add upstream https://github.com/spack/spack.git
# Fetch the latest sources from the repository
$ git pull upstream develop
# Set up the spack root and path that spack needs to execute
$ export SPACK_ROOT=<mypath>/openss_spack/spack
$ export PATH=$SPACK_ROOT/bin:$PATH
# These are just convenience aliases that can be used to navigate the spack directories
$ alias cdpack="cd $SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages"
$ alias cdmod="cd $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/"
$ alias cdspack="cd $SPACK_ROOT"
# Next: examine and if needed set up paths to the packages you may not want spack to build
# Using existing installations of common packages can be accomplished in spack by using the packages.yaml file located in
$HOME/.spack directory. In this example, only the existing version of mpich is being used in place of spack building
mpich.
$ cat ~/.spack/packages.yaml
openss_spack/spack> cat ~/.spack/packages.yaml
packages:
mpich:
buildable: False
paths:
mpich@7.6.2%gcc@4.8 arch=cray-CNL-haswell: /opt/cray/pe/mpt/7.7.0/gni/mpich-gnu/5.1
$ module list
Currently Loaded Modulefiles:
1) modules/3.2.10.6
13) job/2.2.2-6.0.5.0_8.47__g3c644b5.ari
2) eproxy/2.0.22-6.0.5.0_2.1__g1ebe45c.ari
14) dvs/2.7_2.2.53-6.0.5.2_8.11__ge13250e
3) intel/17.0.4
15) alps/6.5.28-6.0.5.0_18.6__g13a91b6.ari
4) craype-network-aries
16) rca/2.2.16-6.0.5.0_15.34__g5e09e6d.ari
5) craype/2.5.13
17) atp/2.1.1
6) cray-libsci/17.12.1
18) perftools-base/7.0.0
7) udreg/2.3.2-6.0.5.0_13.12__ga14955a.ari
19) PrgEnv-intel/6.0.4
8) ugni/6.0.14-6.0.5.0_16.9__g19583bb.ari
20) cray-mpich/7.7.0
9) pmi/5.0.13
21) craype-haswell
10) dmapp/7.1.1-6.0.5.0_49.8__g1125556.ari
22) slurm/17.02.10-SSE.0
11) gni-headers/5.0.12-6.0.5.0_2.15__g2ef1ebc.ari 23) craype-hugepages2M
12) xpmem/2.2.4-6.0.5.1_8.17__g35d5e73.ari
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# Note: These are the compute node compilers and not what we want, although the build might be successful. These were
found because the PrgEnv-intel module was set. This indicates we are building code for the compute nodes. We want the
login/front-end node compilers.
$ spack compiler find
==> Added 25 new compilers to $HOME/.spack/cray/compilers7.1.0 gcc@6.1.0 gcc@4.9.3 cce@8.6.1 cce@8.5.7
cce@8.5.3 cce@8.4.6
intel@17.0.1 intel@15.0.5 gcc@6.3.0 gcc@5.3.0 cce@8.6.5 cce@8.6.0 cce@8.5.6 cce@8.5.2
intel@16.0.3 gcc@7.2.0 gcc@6.2.0 gcc@5.2.0 cce@8.6.2 cce@8.5.8 cce@8.5.5 cce@8.5.0
==> Compilers are defined in the following files:
$HOME/.spack/cray/compilers.yaml
# Unload the compute node build environment module
$ module unload PrgEnv-intel/6.0.4

# Now ask spack to find front-end node compilers that we can use to build
$ spack compiler find
==> Added 1 new compiler to /users/<username>/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml
gcc@4.8
==> Compilers are defined in the following files:
/users/<username>/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml
# This is what the compilers.yaml file looks like
# You may have to edit the f77 and fc lines, this is a spack bug
# They should point to the GNU Fortran compiler
$ cat /users/<username>/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml
compilers:
- compiler:
environment: {}
extra_rpaths: []
flags: {}
modules: []
operating_system: sles12
paths:
cc: /usr/bin/gcc-4.8
cxx: /usr/bin/g++-4.8
f77: null
fc: null
spec: gcc@4.8
target: x86_64
# Note: If the system where the build is taking place has restricted internet connection
# a spack mirror may be necessary. See the Restricted network access solution section
# in this document for how to set the mirror up prior to continuing this build scenario.
# If needed the following command will direct spack to find the package source
# files in the mirror directory.
# After executing this command, the spack build will read files from the mirror directory.
# $ spack mirror add linux-spack-mirror /home/user/spack-mirror-2018-04-05
# Now we are ready to build O|SS using spack on this Cray system
# This spack command causes a dependency based build of all the packages that
# O|SS depends on to be built. This then causes all the dependencies of
# those packages to be built and so on.
$ spack install openspeedshop +cbtf+mpich %gcc@4.8 ^elfutils@0.170
# Once the build is completed, one can visit the module file directory to see
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# the name of the O|SS module file. That will be what you
# module load to get access to the O|SS performance tool.
# The actual location of the modules is dependent on the machine type name
# Below, we change directories to the upper level directory for the module files location
# Do an “ls” command to see the name of the sub-directory for the actual location of the module files
$ cd $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules
$ ls
linux-sles12-x86_64
# On this platform it is: linux-sles12-x86_64
# To use the module file for O|SS, first do a module use
$ module use SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/linux-sles12-x86_64
# Then load the openspeedshop-<long name for the module>
# In this particular spack build, the O|SS module name is:
# openspeedshop-2.3.1-gcc-4.8-t34et3a
$ module load openspeedshop-2.3.1-gcc-4.8-t34et3a
# Now one can run O|SS experiments, such as osspcsamp, ossusertime, etc.
# The module file load, loads all the necessary runtime and data
# viewing bin and library paths and sets up the necessary environment variables.

7.0.1 Convenience cut and paste commands for the above scenario:
mkdir openss_spack
cd openss_spack
git clone https://github.com/spack/spack.git
git checkout -t origin/develop
cd spack
git checkout -t origin/develop
git remote add upstream https://github.com/spack/spack.git
git pull upstream develop
setenv SPACK_ROOT `pwd`
setenv PATH "${SPACK_ROOT}/bin:$PATH"
alias cdpack "cd $SPACK_ROOT/var/spack/repos/builtin/packages"
alias cdmodc "cd $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/cray-CNL-haswell"
alias cdmodl "cd $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/linux-sles12-x86_64"
alias cdmod "cd $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/linux-sles12-x86_64"
alias cdspack "cd $SPACK_ROOT
cat ~/.spack/packages.yaml
packages:
all:
providers:
pkgconfig: [pkg-config]
elfutils:
versions: [0.170]
mpich:
buildable: False
paths:
mpich@7.6.2%gcc@4.8 arch=cray-CNL-haswell: /opt/cray/pe/mpt/7.7.0/gni/mpich-gnu/5.1
module list
spack compiler find
module unload PrgEnv-intel/6.0.4
spack compiler find
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cat /users/<username>/.spack/linux/compilers.yaml
spack find
# Optional mirror steps
# On machine with internet access
spack mirror create -d /home/<username>/spack-mirror –D openspeedshop+openmpi+mvapich2+mpich%gcc@4.8
spack mirror create -d /home/<username>/spack-mirror –D cbtf-argonavis-gui
tar -cvf spack_mirror.tar /home/<username>/spack-mirror-2018-04-05
gzip spack_mirror-2018-04-05.tar
# scp spack_mirror-2018-04-05.tar.gz to build machine
# On build machine without or limited internet access
tar -zxvf spack_mirror-2018-04-05.tar.gz
spack mirror add linux-spack-mirror /home/<username>/spack-mirror-2018-04-05
spack install openspeedshop +cbtf+mpich %gcc@4.8 ^elfutils@0.170
cd $SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/linux-sles12-x86_64
module use SPACK_ROOT/share/spack/modules/ linux-sles12-x86_64
module load openspeedshop-2.3.1-gcc-4.8-t34et3a

8.0 Spack Based Heterogeneous O|SS Builds
With the current feature set of spack, in order to build O|SS to run a heterogeneous platform, components that run on the
front-end processor must be built with a separate spack invocation than that of the components that run on the compute
nodes. Therefore, building requires two spack commands, one aimed at building the front-end components and one aimed
at building the compute node components. The scenario also involves changing modules in order for spack to find the
proper compilers. So, for example if a Cray or other platform truly has processors which can’t share common compiled
code across the compute and front-end process, then one needs to use this scenario build O|SS.
You need to do the steps outlined in the quick start section above before falling into Step 1 and Step 2 detailed below.
First, the compute node components of O|SS must be built using these commands:
Step 1:
# Use the compute node GNU compilers
$ module load PrgEnv-gnu
# Find compilers to use in the build, use the default on if possible
$ spack compiler find
# Install cbtf-krell contains the runtime data collection code that runs on the compute nodes
# Note: the %gcc… indicates that this version of the compiler be used in the build process
$ spack install cbtf-krell %gcc@4.8 +runtime+mpich os=CNL
Step 2:
# Install the O|SS client tool which will pick up the compute node components in its build
$ spack install openspeedshop +cbtf+mpich %gcc@4.8
Post build steps:
# Load the O|SS module file to setup variables and load the runtime components
$ module use <spack module file locaton>
For example:
module use ${SPACK_ROOT}/share/spack/modules/linux-sles12-x86_64
$ module load openspeedshop-<module file name, which is build dependent>
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# For example:
$ module load openspeedshop-2.3-gcc-7.2.0-fxhymxn
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